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Purpose of the research project

identify recurrent 
phrase-frames (p-

frames) 
in introductions of 

RAs in Health 
Sciences

Compile a 
pedagogically 
useful list of 

phrases based on 
these

Align the extracted 
phrases with 

moves / steps in 
the introductions

Explore the 
pedagogical use of 

the list with a 
group of early 

career researchers 
in an ESP context.

We’ll focus on this today



Aims of this presentation

To explore the methodological range of decisions which guide p-frame work 
and phrase identification and analysis.

To determine how these decisions impact the outputs and lead to further 
analysis.

•To set out a clear pathway forward for the next steps of our work.



Why p-frames? 

Phraseology – phrase is the ‘normal primary carrier of meaning’ 
(Sinclair 2008) but how to get at this? 

N-grams: popular approach - automatic, systematic, straightforward 
but focus on fixed phrases – small variations overlooked

P-frame methodology allows a free slot allowing for more variation, 
e.g. it would be * to – slot filled with evaluative adjectives (Römer 
2010)

P-frames – possibly more appropriate approach bearing in mind aims 
of this project.  

Nb p-frame is an approach; what we are aiming to identify 
are phrases/formulas



Example from previous research

List is not entirely satisfactory: 

- Are these ‘pedagogically 
meaningful’? ‘Complete’? 

- Is the p-frame the method or 
the phenomenon being 
studied? 

- Can we make a ‘better’ list? 

Lu, Yoon & Kisselev (2021: 74)



Our methodological focus

p-frame length: previous studies have opted for 4, 5 or 6-item p-frames but can 
one decide in a principled way?

frequency/range thresholds: what is the effect of choosing different thresholds? 
What might be the optimum level?

completeness / meaningfulness of resulting phrases: what does it mean to say 
that a phrase is (in)complete or meaningful/meaningless? How does one decide?

corpus compilation: how did we decide on the size and compilation, who was 
consulted?



Final corpus make-upEach sub-corpus # Texts # Tokens # Types

Audiology 105 100,062 9,271

Healthcare 105 86,786 9,172

Nursing 105 62,395 7,836

Physiotherapy 105 52,411 7,547

Totals 420 301,654 21,049

Corpus Construction Sampling Frame

✅ Consulted 24 subject 
specialists to choose journals.

20 key journals emerged.

5 volumes from each journal.

Articles published 2015 –
2021.

✅ Articles: empirical research
OR present a model/formula 
obtained via empirical work 

✅ Written in identifiable 
IMRAD structure

✅

✅

✅



P-frame length in the literature

4 5 6 74 + 5 5 + 6 6 +73 + 4

He et al 
(2021)

Biber & Gray 
(2013)

Golparvar & 
Barabadi 

(2020)

Cunningham 
(2017)

Walcott (2021) 

Liu & Chen 
(2022)

Casal (2020)

Casal & 
Kessler (2020)

Geluso (2022)

Ren (2022)

Nebraska-
Beker (2019)

Tan & 
Römer 
(2022)*

* Study found 5 - word phrases to be ‘mostly not meaningful’ 

X. Lu et al 
(2018)

X. Lu et al 
(2021a)

X. Lu et al 
(2021b)

Fuster-
Marquez & 

Pennock-Speck 
(2015)

i.e. no clear agreement on / rationale for 
ideal length but longer ones are less 

frequent / more ‘complete’



Frequency thresholds (per million words)
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Biber & Gray 
(2013)
Walcott 
(2021)

Biber & 
Gray 
(2013)

Liu & Chen 
(2022) (6-
word 
frames)

X.Lu et al 
(2018; 
2021a) (6 
words)

Casal 
(2020)

X. Lu et al 
(2018; 2021a) 
(5- word 
frames)

Cunningham 
(2017); Golparvar & 
Barabadi (2020); Liu 
& Chen (2022) (5-
word frames)

X. Lu et al 
(2021b)

Biber & Gray 
(2013);
He et al 

(2021)

Casal & 
Kessler 
(2020)

Biber & 
Gray 
(2013)

Biber & Gray (2013) trialed 
different thresholds and 
settled on 40 hits pmw

NB Bestgen (2019): the smaller the 
corpus, the higher the threshold should 

be (for n-grams)

corpus, normalized 

frame occurs only 3-6 times, it’s 
unlikely to represent an item that is 

worth learning and patterns of use may 
not be clear; we’ll focus on p-frames 
occurring at least 12 times for today



Range thresholds

3 texts

≥ 3 texts across + ≥ 
2 disciplines + ≥ 2 
variants

≥ 4 texts + ≥ 1 text 
in each of the 4 
disciplinary 
groupings 

≥ 5 texts

75% journals 

X. Lu et al (2018; 
2021a)

Cunningham (2017); 
Golparvar & Barabadi 
(2020)Biber & Gray 

(2013); 
Casal (2020)

Liu & Chen 
(2022)

Tan & Römer 
(2022)

Thresholds not always related to no. 
of texts in the corpus (or aims)

Aim of frequency/range thresholds: to get 
the ‘right’ number of p-frames to analyze 

depending on aims of study and subsequent 
analysis to be carried out

Min. range / freq thresholds - arbitrary; until 
the underlying phenomena are identified 

one can’t know the freq / range



Number of p-frames retrieved at different settings 
(1 internal slot) [using AntConc 4.0.11]
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7-word 6-word 5-word 4-word

22 54 128

544

83
188

528

1969

Includes 438 items at min freq, 
e.g. a * approach to (common, 
systematic), for * reason the 
(this), to further * the 
(evaluate, examine, highlight)

All are variations on 
the aim/purpose of this study BE to evaluate/investigate the effects of

But not all candidates retrieved 
are worth focusing on – so 
what (and how) to exclude? 
We’ll focus on 4-word p-frames



Exclusion criteria in p-frame research

• Reasons provided for excluding p-frame candidates:

i) crossing phrasal/clausal/punctuation boundaries

ii) including proper names, symbols etc.

iii) high variability / low predictability  

iv) overlapping with others

v) only including function words (e.g. the * of the)

e.g. it is + that (95 hits = 315 hits pmw); if discarded then we wouldn’t retrieve 

it is likely/possible/probable that

it is estimated/hypothesized/known/believed that

Is this justified? Cf e.g. collocational 
frameworks (Renouf & Sinclair 1991)



Exclusion criteria in p-frame research

• Reasons provided for excluding p-frame candidates:

i) crossing phrasal/clausal/punctuation boundaries

ii) including proper names, symbols etc.

iii) high variability / low predictability  

iv) overlapping with others

v) only including function words (e.g. the * of the)

vi) ‘linguistically incomplete’

vii) lacking semantic coherence of fillers

viii) not deemed to be pedagogically useful

Not satisfactorily defined/explained in 
previous literature

m
o

re su
b

jective

We’ve started on this 
(but work in progress). 
What are implications? 
What to be careful of?



Refining p-frame candidates list: initial steps

i) crossing phrasal/clausal boundaries

ii) including proper names, symbols etc.

iii) high variability / entropy 

et al * and, to be * and

Example(s) Running total

Starting point 
– 544 4-word 

p-frames

417

in * united states 412



Variability, predictability and entropy

Variability – TTR of slot; higher = more variable (compare in the * in
and in * current study)

Predictability = proportion of instances accounted for by most frequent 
filler (Biber & Gray 2013).

AntConc uses Entropy – ‘the distribution of variant types in a … slot, … 
rang[ing] from 0 to 1. A value closer to 1 indicates a more even 
distribution in which all variants are equally likely to occur’ (Tan & 
Römer 2022).

High variability + high Entropy = very low 
consistency in fillers, i.e. p-frame isn’t 

worth studying further

In our study, if either of these figures is >0.9 and the 
other is > 0.75, p-frame is discarded. NB this is not a 

procedure typically used in previous research 
(possibly because KfNgram generally used)



Refining p-frame candidates list: initial steps

i) crossing phrasal/clausal boundaries

ii) including proper names, symbols etc.

iii) high variability / entropy 

iv) overlapping with others

et al * and, to be * and

Example(s) Running total

417

in * united states 412

the * has been 297



Overlap

Either  

Majority of instances overlap with longer frame so will be captured 
anyway  

Or

Instances overlap with frame of same length (so one can be removed)

e.g. the * of this mostly overlaps with the * of this study /paper

e.g. one of * most vs. one * the most (i.e. 4-gram one of 
the most); some studies remove these n-grams but they 

might be useful phrases/formulas



Refining p-frame candidates list: initial steps

i) crossing phrasal/clausal boundaries

ii) including proper names, symbols etc.

iii) high variability / entropy 

iv) overlapping with others

Next steps…

et al * and, to be * and

Example(s) Running total

417

in * united states 412

the * has been 297

the * of this, one * the most 181



Refining p-frame candidates list: next steps

‘linguistic completeness’ – how to decide? Example of recognised phenomenon: pattern, 
construction…? Exclude medical terms? 

semantic coherence of fillers: examine fillers, noting POS and coherence of meanings. 
Exclude frames if more than 50% of fillers are categorized as semantically incoherent as 
judged by 3 raters (Nekrasova-Beker 2019) But what if 2 (or more) different semantic 

sets? 



Refining p-frame candidates list: next steps

‘linguistic completeness’ – how to decide? Example of recognised phenomenon: pattern, 
construction…? Exclude medical terms? 

semantic coherence of fillers: examine fillers, noting POS and coherence of meanings. 
Exclude frames if more than 50% of fillers are categorized as semantically incoherent as 
judged by 3 raters (Nekrasova-Beker 2019) But what if 2 (or more) different semantic 

sets? 



Refining p-frame candidates list: next steps

‘linguistic completeness’ – how to decide? Example of recognised phenomenon: pattern, 
construction…? Exclude medical terms? 

semantic coherence of fillers: examine fillers, noting POS and coherence of meanings. 
Exclude frames if more than 50% of fillers are categorized as semantically incoherent as 
judged by 3 raters (Nekrasova-Beker 2019) Why just the coherence of fillers? What 

about adjacent items? 



Refining p-frame candidates list: next steps

‘linguistic completeness’ – how to decide? Example of recognised phenomenon: pattern, 
construction…? Exclude medical terms? 

semantic coherence of fillers: examine fillers, noting POS and coherence of meanings. 
Exclude frames if more than 50% of fillers are categorized as semantically incoherent as 
judged by 3 raters (Nekrasova-Beker 2019)

pedagogical usefulness: how to decide? The above + input from target learners / 
researchers

We’ll need to do this also for 5-word and 6-word frames and 
then check frequencies, range



Conclusions

• At first glance creating a p-frame list seems fairly straightforward

• We’ve tried to show some of the methodological decisions that can 
impact results; clearly there’s a lot more to do.

• Questions and comments very welcome!
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